POKER BAD BEAT JACKPOTS

**HOLD’EM GRAND JACKPOT:** QUAD ACES BEAT, WILL PAY OUT 100% OF THE JACKPOT
- BOTH CARDS IN BOTH HANDS HAVE TO PLAY
- 40% TO LOSER, 30% TO WINNER, 30% TABLE SHARE

**HOLD’EM MAJOR JACKPOT:** QUAD 8s-Ks BEAT, WILL PAY 20% OF THE JACKPOT
- BOTH CARDS IN BOTH HANDS HAVE TO PLAY
- 40% TO LOSER, 30% TO WINNER, 30% TABLE SHARE

**HOLD’EM MINOR JACKPOT:** QUAD 2s-7s BEAT, WILL PAY 10% OF THE JACKPOT
- BOTH CARDS IN BOTH HANDS HAVE TO PLAY
- 40% TO LOSER, 30% TO WINNER, 30% TABLE SHARE

**HOLD’EM MINI JACKPOT:** ACES FULL OF 10s-Ks BEAT BY QUADS OR BETTER, WILL PAY 5% OF THE JACKPOT
- BOTH CARDS IN BOTH HANDS HAVE TO PLAY
- 40% TO LOSER, 30% TO WINNER, 30% TABLE SHARE

**OMAHA JACKPOT:** QUAD ACES BEAT
- 40% TO LOSER, 30% TO WINNER, 30% TABLE SHARE

**HOLD’EM:** The winner and loser’s hands must use both hole cards to qualify. In the case of Aces Full, at least one Ace must be in the player’s hole cards. Any jackpots that hit will be deducted from the Grand Prize Jackpot as all payouts scale from that one. Only one jackpot awarded per hand, per table. In the case of a two jackpots hitting at the same time, on different tables, the table that started the hand first (first card) will get paid first. In the case that there are multiple qualifying jackpots, on a single table, only the highest jackpot will be awarded. In the event that there are multiple qualifying hands for the same jackpot that lose on the same hand and table, all qualified losers will split the loser portion equally. All live poker jackpots pay out 40% to loser, 30% to winner, and 30% table share.

**OMAHA:** Only the best possible five card combination can be used and it must include two from their hand and three from the board. For quads, the player must have a pocket pair. In the case of a two jackpots hitting at the same time, on different tables, the table that started the hand first (first card) will get paid first. Only one jackpot per hand. In the event that there are multiple qualifying hands that lose on the same hand on one table, all qualified losers will split the loser portion equally. All live poker jackpots pay out 40% to loser, 30% to winner, and 30% table share.

Running Aces reserves the right to modify or cancel this promotion at any time. Running Aces supports responsible gaming.